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Many people are wrapped up in debating their position about creation. People will point to specific debates to justify their beliefs. 

Debates have their place. In political debates, people who are on the edge may be convinced to vote for a candidate based on the debate. When it comes to old earth young earth debates, the lines are drawn, and the debaters and people on both sides of the issue are not going to change their minds. Just look at the Hovind/Ross debate that was aired on the John Ankerberg show. Both sides claimed victory. To me, Hovind clearly lost this debate. But to Hovind followers, Ross clearly lost. 

Debates between young and old earth proponents do serve a useful purpose. They strengthen the belief of a person’s own convictions about the age of the earth. In this respect, they are a useful tool. If you are a young earth debater, then your debate will help your fellow young earth believers by strengthening their beliefs. The same thing is true with old earth debaters. 

Another purpose for a young earth old earth debate can be seen in the Presidential debates. How many candidates were present at the final debates? Two…one Republican and one Democrat. Why were the other third-party candidates not included? To include them in a debate would be to recognize them, and give them credibility. The same is true for young earth creationists. To be in a debate with an old earth debater, means that the old earth people are recognizing them as someone worthy of debating, and it recognizes their position of young earth creationism as worthy of a debate. It gives the young earth position some amount of credibility. That is why they so eagerly seek out debates. For them, it is a no-loss scenario. Their followers will obviously see them as winning the debate, and they gain credibility by having their cause recognized in a public forum. 

On the other hand, old earth debaters have little to gain from debating young earth theorists. Most scientists already believe in an old earth. They are obviously not going to be swayed by the bad science of young earth creationism. The debate merely provides a public forum for the young earth view to be heard. 

There is no logical reason why we should be involved in debates. Some will say that it provides an evangelistic forum, and non-Christians who come will be presented with the Gospel. However, you can accomplish this evangelism through a speech, without giving undue attention to the young earth viewpoint. 

It is my belief that old earth believers should not be involved in any debate. Take the view of the two main Presidential candidates…why let the third party candidates have publicity that they don’t deserve. Of course, young earth proponents will immediately turn around and say we are afraid of debating them. Let them rant…nobody but their own young earth followers will be listening anyway.